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LUTHIER Aaron Green, whose Spanish Guitar
Workshop is based in Groton, Massachussetts,
builds and repairs guitars for marry prominent New
York-area musicians, including classical guitarist
Frederic Hand, flamenco guitadst Dennis Koster
and composer and producer Al Gorgoni, who
played guitar on both Brotun-Eged GirL by Van
Morrison andThe Sounds oJSilence by Simon and
Garfunkel. Green builds classical and flamenco
guitars of his own design, using both traditional
and untraditional bracing patterns to create instru-
ments that suit the particular needs of his clients.
His current wait-time is roughly a year and a half.

'My work has evolved directly as a result of study-
ing great instruments and creating a s5mthesis of
them along with working with musicians and meet-
ing their needs,' Green says. 'I am a traditionalist,
but, in this business, evolution is the tradition.
Each guitar I make is always unique in some way.

I use a variety of bracing patterns and some gui-
tars I build are definitely more 'modern' than oth-
ers, incorporating elements like elevated fretboards
and sound ports, for example. It always depends
on the person I am working with, the concept of
what we are trying to achieve and the materials I
select in order to bring the concept into a physical
reality.'

Green began learning the guitar-building trade
while he was in high school after being inspired by
a chance meeting with builder Alan Carrrth at a
folk festival during spring break. A friend at the
time told me guitars cost a lot of money so there-
fore guitar makers made a lot of money,' Green
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says. 'Alan corrected me on that notion. I had
done a lot of research with the hope of finding a
place to learn guitar-making and got nowhere.
This was 22years ago. Things have changed quite
a bit since then. When I discovered Alan's work
with flamenco and classical guitar, I knew that is
what I wanted to build. I was such a beginner, only
16 years old at the time. Three years later, with
everything he taught me, I was able to launch on
my own. Carrrth gave me the foundation for every-
thing I learned. His area of experlise was the sci-
ence of acoustics, and he gave me a grounded,
practical introduction.'

Green established his studio in 1994. 'I travelled
to New York to pick up Dennis Koster for his con-
cert in Boston. He instantly became one of my best
friends, my client and supporter, giving me feed-
back on my own work and introducing me to many
guitarists, collectors, aficionados and artists,'
Green says. With his assistance, I was able to
access excellent examples of famous luthiers'work,
such as Hauser, Fleta, Barbero, Bouchet,
Friederich and Romanillos. This study furthered
my own instrument-making and also served as a
natural steppingstone towards my becoming a
dealer of vintage guitars.

As a dealer, I have represented guitars by
Hauser, Bouchet, Romanillos, the famous 1951
Marcelo Barbero ex Sabicas and a 1931 Simplicio
ex Rey de la Torre, which was handpicked for him
by his teacher Miguel Llobet. I enjoy this side of
my work immensely as it is a great pleasure to have
these guitars around to study, as well as to play. I
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do restoration work in partnership with genius
luthier Karl Franks. Karl trained and worked orig-
inatly in the violin world and he has zen-like
patience, the technique of a micro-surgeon and an
artistic eye for colour composition and noting the
way that light refracts within wood grain. Our com-
plementary skill sets have allowed us to do some
rather significant restorations, which include work
on a Hauser, Fleta, Barbero, Bouchet, Ramirez
fboth 1890 and 1961) and Reyes, among oth-
ers. On a Fleta, we had to experimentwith the var-
nish due to two cracks in the back. After creating
a sampler of 4O-50 varnishes, Karl painted them
onto rosewood to see if he could achieve the same
depth of color and opacity. Of course it was an
enorrnons success because now he knows how to
do it. With guitar surfaces, there is nowhere to
hide. such as with the arches of violins.

'Another restoration we did was on a Humphrey
guitar where a mic stand had fallen on it, creating
a large gash. The owner threw the wood pieces
av/ay, which was bad. Humphrey had been mak-
ing removable, bolt-on type of necks on his guitars
in the late 9Os. Thank god, because it allowed us
to easily unbolt the neck and steal wood from
beneath the fingerboard to incise neafly, like a
missing jigsaw puz-zle piece, into the crater.

Thomas Humphrey had been very supportive of
my work. I met him when lwas 27 years old and
I found him to be very gracious, enthusiastic and
encouraging. He encouraged his star clients the
Assads to order some of my guitars for their stu-
dents. It was great to meet and work with the
Assads at that time. I will always be grateful to
Thomas' generous spirit. He was a visionar5r genius
who very much deserved the regard he garnered for
luthiery in his lifetime.'

Green points out that the choice of woods is crit-
ical to any guitar maker. 'I have an enofinous col-
lection of the finest materials because I started
young and spent all my money on wood for many
years. I knew that once I got older, married, and
had a kid and house that this investment would
not be so easy. As it is, I have a lifetime supply of
materials that any luthier at any point in history
would be happy to use. The old stockpiles of wood
are out there, if you know where to look. As for
advice I would give to younger luthiers, that's a
tough one because there are regulafions about
wood usage as they exist now and then there is
what could happen or change about those laws in
the future.

'I would advise any younger luthier to recognise
that the soundboard is the most imporLant thing-
you don't have.to wor4r about that too much.
Whatever wood you find, be sure you are buying it
with an idea of the quality. Materials are ulti-
mately secondar5r to architecture and vision. Then
again, what is more important-the heart or
brain? If you don't have one, you're also out of
luck without the other. Material needs to be taken
into consideration with design. I would suggest
that young luthiers become very active in looking
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for alternative materials and making sr,rre thq'are
going to build good instruments.' Green is also iItr
the process of developing his own line of archtop
and electric guitars to be manulactured in China-
called Westland Guitars.

Green's Youtube channel
(http : / i www.youtube, com/ channel/UCKQolSHyRQASAd I FQiDr\Q)
features some of the more significant guitars he has
represented. 'Kevin Gallagher, a good friend and
client of mine, has played in a number of videos.
Dennis Koster and Frank Wallace have also played
some of the guitars that I have represented. I feel
a very big responsibility to document these rare
guitars, as they are not often heard in public. In
the case of the l95l Marcelo Barbero ex Sabicas,
this was the only time this guitar has been heard
outside of Sabicas' album, Flamenco Puro.' Green
says. To view and listen to videos of an assortment
of Green's own guitars, please visit:

'One thing I have learned as a guitarmaker is, in
order to learn a skill well, you have to learn to
accept a lot of criticism along the way. The first five
years of my visits to New York City to show guitars,
I constantly had my head handed to me. This was
only tempered by the fact that my critics didn't put
much stock in label worship. They all called it as
t)ley saw it. I realised that whatever criticism I was
hearing was honest and therefore, valuable. That
being said, it was rattrer difficult to have worked on
a guitar for so very long, especially since my guitar-
making habit was supported by menial part time
jobs at the time, only to have my hard work torn
apart.

The first time I travelled to New York to show a
guitar, the reaction I received was such a rude
awakening. I had another guitar back in the
shop that was almost done. All it needed was fin-
ish and a bridge. When I returned to my shop, I
put it away and starLed over. I never finished
this guitar and I still have it. I found it impossi-
ble to complete that guitar when I realised it was
not up to the standard it needed to be. I was 20
years old at the time and I credit this experience
for why my gu"itars are the quality they are
today. With each guitar I built after that one,
eventually the criticism became less and
less. Not to say that my work is above criticism-
because I don't think anyone's work is ever above
that-but I do feel that by seeking out those to
test and examine my work, I was able to progress
and grow to a degree that, for me, would have
been impossible otherwise,' Green says.

'My experience with the 1951 Marcelo Barbero ex
Sabicas, the most famous flamenco guitar in the
world, was very similar. It was an honour to
babysit that guitar for the few years I had it and
then to represent it, as a dealer, was also a signi{i-
cant highlight in that side of my career. I learned
a lot from that guitar and I give it credit for the kind
of guitars I build now.'
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